GROUP STUDY GUIDE

WEEK ONE

INTRO

GOAL FOR WEEK ONE
The goal for this week is to embrace Jesus’ promise that we can take hold of a
more abundant life, and to see how God’s calling equips us to experience so
much more than we settle for.

WEEK ONE: INTRODUCTION
5

MINUTES

GETTING STARTED

More uses the phrase restless discontent to
describe the feeling that each of us experiences at
various times in our lives. Reflect on the times you’ve
found yourself thinking, “There must be something
more to life!”
DISCUSS: What words or thoughts best characterize any
restless discontent that you’ve experienced?
5

MINUTES

MORE OF THE STORY

Read: Samantha’s Story. Todd Wilson, the author
of More, tells the story of his dog Samantha’s separation
anxiety. Read the story starting on page 33 of chapter 3.
We see that good motives, rooted in deep longings to be
returned to her master, produced unhealthy behaviors.

POINT

1

THE HISTORY OF MAN’S FALL AND MY SIN NATURE
HELPS ME SEE WHY I FEEL RESTLESS DISCONTENT.

CONSIDER: We experience a form of the separation anxiety
surprisingly similar to that experienced by Samantha. Like her,
we are separated from our Master and have a deep longing
to be in relationship with Him. Unfortunately, in our restlessness we
mistakenly get distracted pursuing and conquering worldly desires.
These pursuits are like popping pills that temporarily numb our
underlying longings for the more abundant life Jesus promises.
10

MINUTES

DISCUSS: Describe something that you have witnessed in our
society where an unmet longing has created an unhealthy behavior.
PERSONAL REVELATION: In what ways do you try to suppress
your deep, unmet longings with the pursuit of conquering worldly
accomplishments and desires?
The world wasn’t always messy. God met all our longings—we had
a relationship with God, days were joyful, and the earth was safe
and comfortable. Then man sinned and was separated from God.
We were left with a messy world and a deep longing to be back in
relationship with God.
At the fall of man (Genesis 3) a new script was introduced—“three
chasms” or losses were created—Loss of Identity & Relationship,
Loss of Purpose & Mission, and Loss of Place & Eternal Bliss (If
you want, check out a more complete description on pages
35-36). These three chasms produce a deep longing and three
key questions with elusive answers: (1) Who am I created to BE?
(Identity); (2) What am I made to DO? (Purpose); (3) Where am I to
GO do it? (Place or position).

THE BIG POINTS OF WEEK ONE
1. THE HISTORY OF MAN’S FALL AND MY SIN NATURE
HELPS ME SEE WHY I FEEL RESTLESS DISCONTENT.

2. I WANT TO LIVE MORE ABUNDANTLY IN THE FULLNESS
OF JESUS. BUT HOW?

3. GOD GAVE ME A SWEET SPOT OF PERSONAL CALLING—
HOW DO I KNOW WHAT MY SWEET SPOT IS?

4. I HAVE TWO CALLINGS.
5. I’M EXCITED TO DISCOVER MORE ABOUT ALL OF
THESE—THE FULLNESS OF JESUS, MY SWEET SPOT,
MY CALLING—THIS WEEK AS I PRAY AND SEEK.

POINT

2
15

I WANT TO LIVE MORE ABUNDANTLY IN THE FULLNESS
OF JESUS. BUT HOW?
READ: John 10:10 – This is Jesus’ promise to you.

MINUTES

CONSIDER a marriage. Two people have a ceremony, say their
vows, sign the license, and have a marriage. Only a few take hold of
and live an abundant marriage.
DISCUSS: What’s the difference between having a marriage and
taking hold of an abundant marriage?
What’s the difference between having life and taking hold of the
more abundant life Jesus promises?
Why does Jesus make a distinction?
What factors cause us to settle for having life rather than fighting to
take hold of a more abundant life?
POINT

3

GOD GAVE ME A SWEET SPOT OF PERSONAL
CALLING—HOW DO I KNOW WHAT MY SWEET SPOT IS?

God has created the universe with thousands of sweet
spots. Every sweet spot has three common elements, a
design (BE), a purpose (DO), and a place/position (GO).
When something is functioning in its sweet spot it’s natural,
smooth, effortless, and often produces its greatest output—like
a baseball bat hitting a home run, a musical instrument hitting a
perfect note, and the rotation and orbit of the earth. Why would
we think that He would have created us differently?

30

MINUTES

READ: Ephesians 2:10 (NLT) Do you believe this promise is God’s
personal promise to you?

POINT

4

I HAVE TWO CALLINGS.

DISCUSS: What does Ephesians 2:10 say about the elements of
identity (who I’m created to BE), purpose (what I’m made to DO),
and place/position (where I’m to GO) that were lost when sin
entered the world?

I have a primary or common calling that draws me into a
relationship with God and is shared by all other Christians,
MINUTES
everywhere, all the time. In most cases when the Bible
refers calling or “being called,” it is referring to our primary calling
to a restored, intimate relationship as God’s children.

CONSIDER: The integration of the three elements addressed
in Ephesians 2:10 represent our sweet spot of personal calling.
It’s no accident that these three elements address the identity,
purpose, and position (BE, DO, GO) questions created as a result
of the fall of man.

I also have a secondary or unique calling that is God’s equipping
in my life to play my unique part in His mission for the church. Our
secondary or unique calling makes us distinct and different from
all other people.

The purpose of this study is to understand your calling by finding
your BE, DO, GO.
• Who am I created to BE? (design)
• What am I created to DO? (purpose)
• Where am I created to GO? (position)
These three questions will help us apply the truth of your sweet
spot to your real life. Your sweet spot, inseparable from your
calling, will feel natural, smooth, and effortless when you act on it.
DISCUSS: How would discovering and engaging our sweet spot
of personal calling (Ephesians 2:10) help us take hold of a more
abundant life?
DESCRIBE an activity or area of your life that feels natural,
smooth, and effortless.
Do you feel joy and harmony when you do it? If yes, then that’s
a clue that God has left for you to discover your own sweet spot
within your calling.
Read the description of design, purpose, and position on starting at
the bottom of page 89 and continuing to the second paragraph
on page 90.
ASK: Which of these three most excites you to discover
about yourself?

1-THING SHARE

TAKING MORE
HOME

5

MINUTES

10

READ: The Cotton Mather story in More starting on the first
paragraph on page 91 and continuing through the third paragraph.
DISCUSS: Cotton Mather does a great job describing primary
and secondary calling, but each of us has to personalize our own
calling. If you were going to share what you learned in small
group this week with a co-worker, how would you describe the
differences between primary and secondary calling?
POINT

5
5

I’M EXCITED TO DISCOVER MORE ABOUT
ALL OF THESE—THE FULLNESS OF JESUS,
MY SWEET SPOT, MY CALLING—THIS WEEK
AS I PRAY AND SEEK.

MINUTES

HANDOUT: Use the My Personal Calling Card to see
your personal BE, DO, GO elements fit with our primary and
secondary calling.
The My Personal Calling Card will also provide you with a road
map for the next six weeks. The goal each week is to fill-in
one of the six elements of your card. Each week will build on
the previous weeks until you have all six elements filled in. As
you gain clarity on these six elements, a simple statement of
your unique calling will emerge. This simple statement is like a
compass that can guide your future decisions for investing your
time, talent, and treasure. If you are diligent and intentional,
your newfound clarity of calling will equip you in taking hold of
more abundant living Jesus promises.

What is one thing that you heard, said, or thought tonight that you want to keep
in the forefront of your mind all this week?

Your My Personal Calling Card will be your guide as we progress through this study. This
week spend some time getting to know it. Be sure to understand why the card has six
total elements (three BE-DO-GO elements for primary calling and three for secondary
calling). Also seek to understand how the integration of the BE-DO-GO elements in the
card will reflect your unique primary calling and your unique secondary calling.

MY PERSONAL CALLING CARD

GROUP STUDY GUIDE

WEEK TWO

BE A
DISCIPLE
CORE IDENTITY

GOAL FOR WEEK TWO
The goal for tonight’s group is to explore that as a child of God I am called to
weigh the cost of surrendering the kingdom of me to the Lordship of Jesus and
putting Him fully at the center of my life. I can see that my core identity is found
in surrendering to Jesus, being His disciple, and becoming more like Him. I feel
freedom in knowing that God calls me first to a relationship with Him; not to do
or accomplish more for Him.

WEEK TWO: BE A DISCIPLE
2

MINUTES

10

MINUTES

GETTING STARTED

Each person answer True or False: You can believe in Jesus, repent of sin, confess or proclaim
that Jesus is Lord, and be baptized; and still not live with Jesus fully at the center of your life.

MORE OF THE STORY

READ: Fox Network recently played a live musical about
Christ’s last days on earth titled, “The Passion: Live”
where British singer / songwriter Seal made his acting
debut. A subsequent article based on an interview of
Seal read, “Seal Talks God, Admits He’s Cultural Christian
but Not Religious” (via ChristianPost.com).

Jesus addressed cultural Christianity to his followers.
He said:
Anyone who loves me will obey my teaching.
John 14:15

Whoever wants to be my disciple must deny themselves
and take up their cross and follow me.

THE BIG POINTS OF WEEK TWO
1. MY CORE IDENTITY – I AM A CHILD OF GOD AND
DISCIPLE OF JESUS.

2. MY CORE IDENTITY IS ABOUT WHO GOD CREATED ME TO
BE, NOT WHAT I DO.

3. I CAN SEE HOW MY RELATIONSHIP WITH BEING A CHILD
OF GOD RELATES TO BEING A DISCIPLE OF JESUS.

4. I CAN VISUALIZE THE “BE” CHARACTERISTICS BEING A
DISCIPLE AND HOW IT MIGHT PLAY OUT IN MY LIFE.

5. MY PRIMARY ROLE IN THIS LIFE IS TO TAKE HOLD AND
GROW INTO THE FULLNESS OF JESUS.

Matthew 16:24

Not everyone who says to me, ‘Lord, Lord,’ will
enter the kingdom of heaven.
Matthew 7:21

DISCUSS: How would you define “Cultural Christian?”

POINT

1

MY CORE IDENTITY – I AM A CHILD OF GOD
AND DISCIPLE OF JESUS

In More, author Todd Wilson states that all other
elements of calling rely on embracing the truth of finding
our identity as a child of God and disciple of Jesus.
12

MINUTES

READ: Ephesians 1:3-6 and 1 John 3:1
DISCUSS: What does it mean to you to be a child of God?
Take turns, giving each person 30 seconds to answer this
question aloud.
READ: Matthew 16:24 and Luke 14:33
DISCUSS: What does it mean to you to be a disciple
of Jesus?

POINT

2

MY CORE IDENTITY IS ABOUT WHO GOD
CREATED ME TO BE, NOT WHAT I DO.
(PSALM 139; EPHESIANS 2:10)

15

MINUTES

BREAKOUT & READ: Group A read Psalm 139:1-18
and Group B read Ephesians 4:17-24. Each group should take
two minutes to read the verse(s) and then eight minutes to
brainstorm three observations and three applications. Select
a person to report your findings back to the larger group.
DISCUSS: How do these particular scriptures reinforce the
idea that God has designed your core indentity?

POINT

3

I CAN SEE HOW MY RELATIONSHIP WITH BEING
A CHILD OF GOD RELATES TO BEING A DISCIPLE
OF JESUS.

15

MINUTES

Our Father, as any father would, wants to see His
children grow more mature. God knows that the more we
become like Jesus, the more our core identity matures.
READ AND DISCUSS: 1 Peter 1:15 What does it mean to “be
holy in all that you do?” How does this relate to having the
fullness of Jesus in us?
PICK 5: In the New Testament there are 100s of “BE” verses,
which are characteristics of“being like Jesus” and having his
fullness in us. Take five minutes to read through a sampling
of the “BE” verses. When you’re finished, take another two
minutes to check off five “BE” characteristics that most
resemble how you currently have Jesus’ fullness in you.

POINT

4

I CAN VISUALIZE THE “BE” CHARACTERISTICS
BEING A DISCIPLE AND HOW IT MIGHT PLAY
OUT IN MY LIFE.

15

MINUTES

DISCUSS: From the last exercise, what did you learn
about Jesus’ attributes and character? In what ways do the
core characteristics of Jesus that you discovered provide a
good picture of what it looks like for the fullness of Jesus to
be in someone?
We are created to BE children of God and disciples of Jesus.
Our core identity is found in becoming more like Jesus.
This first lens is designed to produce a clear picture of the
characteristics of fullness Jesus calls us to.

1-THING SHARE

5

MINUTES

PICK 3: Take the next five minutes to look through the
list again and underline three “BE” characteristics that are
particularly meaningful for you and that you want to work
toward in your More journey.

POINT

5
15

MINUTES

MY PRIMARY ROLE IN THIS LIFE IS TO TAKE
HOLD AND GROW INTO THE FULLNESS OF JESUS
READ: From More read the last paragraph on page 47
carrying over to the next paragraph on page 48.

DISCUSS: Does surrendering to the Lordship of Jesus require
faith that produces good works and deeds?
Lordship must produce change and transformation in us in
the form of fruit. So then, are we really under the Lordship
of Jesus if we do not produce fruit, and continue to live and
think as we did before coming under His authority?
CONSIDER: Our role is to make these characteristics
personal in our lives. What behaviors need to change
for you to become more like Jesus (based on a personal
assessment of the characteristics you discovered in the
previous exercise)?
PICK 1: Take the next five minutes to consider your three
underlined “BE” characteristics from the previous exercise.
Put a big star next to the one (only one) that you would like
to be your focus. Write down one action you will take this
week toward that one “BE” characteristic you selected.

What is one thing that you heard, said, or thought tonight that you want to keep
in the forefront of your mind all this week?

Step 1: In your own words, what is your core identity?

TAKING MORE
HOME

Step 2: On the back of the first week’s guide was an outline detailing your More journey,
entitled My Personal Calling Card. This week fill in the first box, labeled “My Core Identity”
with your answer from Step 1.
Step 3: What is one long-term goal for 2016 to make Jesus the center of your life and
surrendering to his Lordship, thereby giving up your role as the lead in the story?

BE VERSES
EPHESIANS
1:4 - Be holy and blameless
1:5 - Be sons of God
1:13 - Be filled with the
Holy Spirit
1:17 - Be wise and discerning
2:5 - Be alive in Christ
2:14 - Be at peace
3:19 - Be filled with Jesus fullness
4:1 - Be captive to God
4:1 - Be a good steward
4:2 - Be humble and gentle
4:2 - Be peacemakers
4:2 - Be united
4:16 - Be engaged in using your
gifts to serve others
4:17 - Be different than
the world
4:18 - Be tender hearted
4:19 - Be generous
4:23 - Be transformed from your
worldly thinking
4:25 - Be truthful
4:26 - Be calm in your anger
4:29 - Be encouraging and build
others up
5:2 - Be loving
5:2 - Be sexually pure
5:4 - Be wholesome in your talk
5:4 - Be full of thanksgiving
5:8 - Be light in the darkness.
5:18 - Be sober
5:19 - Be thankful
6:10 - Be strong in God’s power
6:18 - Be prayerful
6:18 - Be alert and on guard
for evil

MATTHEW
5:6 - Be hungry for righteousness
5:7 - Be merciful
5:8 - Be pure
5:10 - Be willing to suffer for Jesus
5:11 - Be joyful
5:24 - Be forgiving
6:25 - Be worry free
7:21 - Be obedient
9:10 - Be among sinners
10:25 - Be like Jesus
12:36 - Be careful with your words
GALATIANS
5:22- Be fruitful
6:2 - Be supportive, bearing
one another’s burdens
6:9 - Be perseverant
PHILIPPIANS
1:18 - Be bold
1:20 - Be courageous
4:11- Be content
TITUS
1:7 - Be patient
1:7 - Be even tempered
1:7 - Be honest
1:8 - Be hospitable
1:8 - Be self-controlled
1:8 - Be upright
1:8 - Be disciplined
1:9 - Be committed to
sound doctrine
2:5 - Be kind
3:2 - Be considerate

JAMES
1:19 - Be quick to listen
1:19 - Be slow to speak
1:19 - Be slow to become angry
2:1 - Be fair
3:17 - Be impartial
3:17 - Be sincere
4:7 - Be surrendered to God
5:16 - Be repentant
1 THESSALONIANS
1:9 - Be free from idols, serving the
living and true God
5:12 - Be appreciative
2 THESSALONIANS
3:9 - Be a model for others
to follow
HEBREWS
2:11 - be sanctified
3:2 - be faithful
3:5 - be a servant
4:11 - be people of Sabbath rest
4:12 - be engaged with the Word
of God
4:13 - be accountable and exposed
6:11 - be full of hope
7:1 - be a blessing to others
7:3 - be reflections of Jesus Christ
10:7 - be doers of the will of God
10:24 - be encouragers, building
others up
10:26 - be full of the knowledge of
the truth
11:17 - be ready for evil
13:3 - be mindful of those in prison
and oppressed
13:16 - be doers of good
13:24 - be welcoming

GROUP STUDY GUIDE

WEEK THREE

MAKE
DISCIPLES
CORE MISSION

GOAL FOR WEEK THREE
The goal of today’s group is to consider how God calls me to play an active part in
His mission for the church, which is to carry the fullness of Jesus into all corners
of society. I will learn to see myself as a missionary of God’s mission and commit
to play my unique part.

WEEK THREE: MAKE DISCIPLES

5

MINUTES

GETTING STARTED

ASK: Did you know that only 30% of our earth is covered by land, leaving about 70% covered by water? Now,
that 30% adds up to about 57 million square miles.
In his letter to the Ephesians, Paul says that the church is to be the fullness of Jesus who fills everything
in every way (1:23). Create a mental image of what it looks like to leave no crack or crevice on this earth
untouched. Paul says that the church is like water (or air), permeating every crack and crevice of society,
leaving nothing untouched by the fullness of Jesus and the love of God.
DISCUSS: When you hear that, does it sound possible? Why or why not?

10

MINUTES

MORE OF THE STORY

READ: The “Living Water” story on page 58 of More
DISCUSS: As Christians we have a choice to make. Will
we be “rivers of living water” (John 7:38) to flow through
and fill every corner of society? Or will we be pools of
stagnant water never reaching those we are called to
reach? Or even worse, will we be like that dirt and debris
that keeps the living water from reaching others?

THE BIG POINTS OF WEEK THREE
1. GOD HAS A MISSION FOR THE LOCAL CHURCH, WHICH IS
TO CARRY THE FULLNESS OF JESUS TO EVERY CORNER
OF SOCIETY.

2. I HAVE A ROLE IN THE MISSION OF THE CHURCH, WHICH
IS BEING THE FULLNESS OF JESUS TO OTHERS.

3. I CAN SEE THAT JESUS MODELED SPECIFIC BEHAVIORS
FOR ME TO USE IN MAKING DISCIPLES.

4. I WANT TO FIGURE OUT WHAT IT LOOKS LIKE TO TAKE
OWNERSHIP OF MY CORE MISSION TO MAKE DISCIPLES.

POINT

1

GOD HAS A MISSION FOR THE LOCAL CHURCH,
WHICH IS TO CARRY THE FULLNESS OF JESUS
TO EVERY CORNER OF SOCIETY.

10

MINUTES

READ: Ephesians 1:22-23. We are told that the church
is to BE the fullness of Jesus in everything and in every way.

DISCUSS: Who is the church and what would have to
happen for the church to fill every crack and cranny of
society with the fullness of Jesus? Can that happen simply
by filling church up on Sunday?

READ: Acts 2:42-47 Notice that the passage gives us no
profound strategies of organizational alignment, no clarity
of vision, no great preaching, no outreach, no marketing, no
strategic planning, and no hiring of gifted staff.
What specifically did the early church family focus on and
what were their results?
DISCUSS: What does this say to you about who makes up
the church and what the behaviors are that help the church
fulfill its mission?

POINT

2

I HAVE A ROLE IN THE MISSION FOR THE
CHURCH, WHICH IS BEING THE FULLNESS OF
JESUS TO OTHERS.

20

BREAK INTO GROUPS AND DISCUSS:
• What does each characteristic mean?
• Are they as relevant today as when Jesus modeled them?

MINUTES

READ: The author of More describes the realities of
many of today’s local churches. Read his description starting
in the second paragraph on page 55 and continuing to the
top of page 56.

DISCUSS: What are the consequences of people doing
church instead of being the church?
READ: Matthew 28:19-20.
DISCUSS: Who is Jesus commanding to GO? What are they
to DO? Who are they to BE?

• Which ones are most difficult to implement?
• What would it take to put these into practice?
• Why do so few Christians make disciples if it’s the primary
mission Jesus gives us?
SHARE: your results as a group. As you share and listen,
think about your own life. How are these elements present
or lacking?

POINT

DISCUSS If you were to create a scorecard (or whatever term
you use for measuring success) for the church, what would it
look like? What would the criteria for success be? How would
you measure it?

POINT

3

I CAN SEE THAT JESUS MODELED SPECIFIC
BEHAVIORS FOR ME TO USE IN MAKING
DISCIPLES.

20

MINUTES

BREAKOUT & DISCUSS: The author of More
describes eight characteristics of disciple making, as
identified by Dr. Robert Coleman (author of the classic book,
The Master Plan of Evangelism). These characteristics are listed
on the back. You can find more about them at the bottom
of page 123 continuing to page 126. Jesus Himself modeled
each of these characteristics for our benefit today.

1-THING SHARE

5

MINUTES

4

I WANT TO FIGURE OUT WHAT IT LOOKS LIKE
TO TAKE OWNERSHIP OF MY CORE MISSION
TO MAKE DISCIPLES.

20

MINUTES

My core mission (cM) within my primary calling is to
carry the fullness of Jesus to others as I make disciples. Yet
most Christians have never intentionally made disciples.
READ, RATE & DISCUSS: Individually read the
characteristics of disciple making on the back of this guide.
Use the scale provided to rate yourself on how you are
currently implementing each.
ASK: Which one of these characteristics do you do well?
Which characteristic would you like to improve on or
become stronger in?

What is one thing that you heard, said, or thought tonight that you want to keep in
the forefront of your mind all this week?

This week think over the four questions below and reflect on changes you need to make
to more fully embrace and live out this core mission to carry the fullness of Jesus to
others while making disciples.

TAKING MORE
HOME

1. As a disciple of Jesus, how should I live?
2. Are the elements Jesus modeled for making disciples present or lacking in my life?
3. What specific behaviors and practices must I live out for disciple making
to become natural?
4. What one thing could I commit to this week to take a positive step forward in my
disciple making practices?

Individually read the characteristics of disciple making. Use the scale provided to rate yourself
on how you are currently implementing each. You might find that your rating is a one (1), which
indicates that you are not really implementing the characteristic at all. Or perhaps, you are a ten
(10), fully implementing the characteristic. Or maybe you’re somewhere in between, partially
implementing the characteristic.

EIGHT ELEMENTS OF DISCIPLE MAKING
JESUS

MODELING

Jesus is Lord. He must be the center of our lives and the focus
of our disciple making. His fullness in us gives meaning to
our lives and is attractive to those we disciple.

Jesus demonstrated for His disciples the things He asked them
to do. The credibility of a leader and trust in any relationship is
most dependent on living what we say and teach.

INTENTIONALITY

EXERCISING / PRACTICING OUR FAITH

Jesus was strategic and intentional in making disciples.
He modeled an approach of coming alongside and
investing Himself fully in twelve followers to forever
change the world.

Jesus did not simply teach and model His commands,
He also sent His disciples out to practice them. He then
spent time debriefing their experiences and helping them
become more effective.

RELATIONSHIP

ACCOUNTABILITY

Jesus lived in close proximity with His twelve disciples. It’s
through relationships that our lives intertwine, trust is built,
and we gain permission to speak into each other’s lives.

Jesus never failed to confront or even scold His disciples
when they needed it. Jesus’ disciples needed to know when
their behavior and thinking were not consistent with His.

TEACHING

REPRODUCTION

Jesus said, “Go and make disciples of all nations, teaching
them to obey all that I have commanded you.” Teaching
answers, “As a disciple of Jesus, how should I live?”

A ripple of multiplication is embedded in the DNA of
Jesus’ method of discipleship. The fruit of discipleship
must be multiplication.

REFERENCES:
1. Pages 123 – 126 of More
2. The Master Plan of Evangelism by Dr. Robert Coleman
3. Discipleship Handbook: 7 Elements of a Discipleship Lifestyle by Bobby Harrington and Josh Patrick
(available as free eBook at discipleship.org)

GROUP STUDY GUIDE

WEEK FOUR

WHERE
I AM

CORE POSITION

GOAL FOR WEEK FOUR
The goal of group this week is to look closely at the context of our existing
relationships to see where we have the most influence to make disciples.
How do we claim a mission field where we are to model the characteristics of
disciple making?

WEEK FOUR: WHERE I AM
5

MINUTES

GETTING STARTED

ASK: When seeking to discern our calling, we often ask the question: “Where should I GO?” Your first thoughts
might be, “Should I go to a developing nation?” “Or an under-served neighborhood in the nearest city?” “Or a
shelter across town?” Why do you think we start with GO?
While we may be called to a new location, we can easily overlook “ripe” relational mission fields right where we
are. Let’s take a moment to consider the word “ripe.” The word ripe creates a great word picture. For example, at
the grocery store you can choose from 10 apples, which one will you choose? The ripest one.
In short, our close relationships already exist, so as a mission field, they are ripe—ready to be picked! We need to
look no further than our homes, our neighborhoods, and our places of work. Jesus asks us, “How will you serve
and be faithful where you are right now?” (Luke 16:10)
10

MINUTES

MORE OF THE STORY

READ: Take a few moments to read about Dr. Coleman’s

mission field starting on page 129 and continuing to the
last paragraph on page 130.
ASK: What sticks out about the simplicity of Dr. Coleman’s

story? Did the approach require special training or
anything extraordinary? What did it require?

2. I CAN VISUALIZE MY OWN MISSION FIELD IN PLACES
WHERE I SPEND THE MOST TIME WITH PEOPLE.

3. MY RIPEST MISSION FIELDS ARE THOSE WHERE I SPEND
THE MOST TIME AND HAVE RELATIONAL INFLUENCE
WITH PEOPLE, AND THAT INTEGRATE WITH THE
NATURAL RHYTHMS OF MY LIFE.

4. I WANT TO BE INTENTIONAL AS A MISSIONARY

THE BIG POINTS OF WEEK THREE
1. I DON’T HAVE TO TRAVEL AROUND THE WORLD
TO CLAIM A MISSION FIELD WHERE I HAVE
RELATIONAL INFLUENCE.

POINT

1

I DON’T HAVE TO TRAVEL AROUND THE WORLD TO
CLAIM A MISSION FIELD WHERE I HAVE RELATIONAL
INFLUENCE.

10

CONSIDER: Jesus said, “Go and make disciples of all nations”
(Matthew 28:19). Our natural inclination is to dream about a
context beyond our current one. Every GO that moves us physically
and geographically simply puts us in a new local place to be a
disciple who makes disciples where we are. We may be asked to pack
our bags and GO, but when we are, it’s for the purpose of creating a
new local place (or core position) for carrying out our core mission to
make disciples.

MINUTES

ASK: What keeps us from seeing the location where we are as a
ripe mission field for disciple making?

IN A SPECIFIC MISSION FIELD.

5. TO MAKE DISCIPLES IN A MISSION FIELD WHERE I AM,
I NEED TO BE A COMMITTED LEARNER WITH AN INTENT
TO ACT.

Dreaming and praying for a future in a place different than
where we are can be the biggest threat to engaging the life and
opportunities God puts directly in front of us today. Rather than
looking beyond what we have and are called to be stewards of, we
should take ownership of what we’ve been given.
ASK: How do you define “missionary” and “mission field?”
POINT

2
15

MINUTES

I CAN VISUALIZE MY OWN MISSION FIELD IN PLACES
WHERE I SPEND THE MOST TIME WITH PEOPLE.
It’s no accident that we have a context or core position to
live out our calling. We were born in this generation, with
our native language, to a nationality, a culture, a family,

and a set of early experiences that God ordained for us as a starting
point. Your story is unique and ideally positions you to disciple
specific people.

Here are a few ideas: Share your life with them. Serve them. Listen
patiently as you learn about their life. Have fun with them. Look for
common interests. Pray for them.

READ: The story of a judge who sees his courthouse as his church
(first paragraph on page 137 of More).

BRAINSTORM: As a group, make a list of ways that you can be
intentional with the person or mission field you’ve identified. Help
others come up with ideas too!

ASK: Do you believe there is an equivalent place or mission field
for you?
BRAINSTORM: Let’s brainstorm for a moment a few of the roles
that each of us plays in life. Many of us are parents, children, and
siblings, but what other roles do we have in life? Stretch your
thinking…no role is too small to consider.
What roles do you play in life? For example, as the “coach” to a
youth sports team, mission field includes players, parents, other
coaches, maintenance personnel, umpires, league officials, games,
practices, etc.
ASK: As a group select one of the roles mentioned, how would your
thinking and approach have to change to be an effective missionary
to the mission field where a person plays that role?

10

MINUTES

POINT

3

PULSE-CHECK: We may not be able to get to every question
this week, but let’s take a few minutes to share with the group.
(1) What excites you the most about being a missionary in your
mission field? (2) What concerns or scares you the most?

MY RIPEST MISSION FIELDS ARE THOSE WHERE I
SPEND THE MOST TIME AND HAVE RELATIONAL
INFLUENCE WITH PEOPLE, AND THAT INTEGRATE
WITH THE NATURAL RHYTHMS OF MY LIFE.

10

MINUTES

PERSONAL EXERCISE: Take the next 8-10 minutes to
create a relational influence map (see example on the back
cover and pages 139/140 in More).

POINT

4

I WANT TO BE INTENTIONAL AS A MISSIONARY IN A
SPECIFIC MISSION FIELD.

KEY POINT: For you to disciple someone, it isn’t required
that the person believes in Jesus. What is required is the
ability for you to intersect your life (and the fullness of
Jesus that is in you) with another person. As long as you have a
relationship with the other person and they are willing to spend
time with you, they can be discipled. You don’t even need their
permission! The best mission fields are those that already exist in
the rhythms of your life (remember Point 3).

Of course, don’t try to take more control than they’ve invited you
to take, but make the most of every opportunity to let the light of
Jesus shine through you.
POINT

5

TO MAKE DISCIPLES IN A MISSION FIELD WHERE I
AM, I NEED TO BE A COMMITTED LEARNER WITH AN
INTENT TO ACT.

15

Your next question might be, “How do I get started?”
More suggests two simultaneous pathways: discovery
and engagement.

MINUTES

ASK: Missionaries are intentional to discover how best to engage
the people in their mission field. What does “discovery” look like
with the person or mission field that you’ve identified?
KEY POINT: After learning about the people in their mission
field, missionaries use their unique calling (secondary calling) to
engage and serve the people. Recall that God gives us our unique
or secondary calling to equip us to carry the fullness of Jesus to
others as we make disciples. In weeks 5-7, we will learn more about
discerning our unique or secondary calling (our unique BE-DO-GO)
to equip us in engaging the people in our mission field.
ASK: Regardless of your current clarity on your unique calling, what
could “engagement” look like with the person or mission field that
you’ve identified?
KEY POINT: You are a missionary to your family (children, spouses,
siblings, etc.) regardless of where they are spiritually. You can’t
control their receptivity to your words or even their desire to spend
time with you, but you do disciple them by how they see the
fullness of Jesus in you. The same should be true of others in your
mission field.

15

MINUTES

ASK: Life is filled with multitasking and busyness and competing
priorities. What does it look like in practical terms for you to be
intentional and strategic about something?
THE MAP: Refer back to your My Mission Field map. Think of each
cluster of relationships (or potential relationships) as a mission field.
Is there a specific person or mission field that God is drawing your
heart to?
ASK: What does it look like to be intentional with that person or in
that role?

1-THING SHARE
5

MINUTES

What is one thing that you heard, said, or thought during
group that you want to keep in the forefront of your
mind all this week?

TAKING MORE
HOME
This week spend time prayerfully seeking clarity on defining a
mission field for intentionally making disciples and deploying your
unique or secondary calling. A good missionary spends as much
time as needed to learn the culture and the context in which they
serve. Spend time now intentionally and strategically defining the
mission field that already exists in the rhythms of your life.

MY MISSION FIELD
STEP 1 – Compile a list of all the
life roles and titles you have
where you interact with people
(e.g. son, daughter, father, mother,
niece, nephew, grandparent, boss,
co-worker, neighbor, volunteer,
gym member, coach, etc.).

STEP 2 – Make your roles and
relationships similar to the
example (use blank piece of
paper, draw circle, and add the
roles). “Dots” represent specific
people. The more dots, the more
people. Consider including
specific names (or committing
to begin collecting names).
Most people have at least 10
different roles and over 50 specific
relationships of influence to map.

STEP 3 – Each cluster of dots is
a potential relationship mission
field. Identify 3 to 5 clusters
that you are most drawn to for
a mission field to develop. Then
spend some time selecting just 1.

These are important steps! Don’t move forward until you’ve drafted your first relational
influence map. Keep in mind; it doesn’t have to be permanent. It is meant to help you
personalize your mission field as we learn more.

This space is just to get you started. You are encouraged to spend more time with a large space to
really see the full impact of you in your mission field.

GROUP STUDY GUIDE

WEEK FIVE

UNIQUELY
MADE
UNIQUE IDENTITY

GOAL FOR WEEK FIVE
Over the last few weeks we discussed our core identity (to be a disciple), our core
mission (who makes disciples), and core position (wherever you are). This week
we shift our focus to our unique personal calling that makes us different from
every other person on earth. The first element of our unique calling—the BE
element in our framework—is our unique identity or how we are uniquely made.

WEEK FIVE:
WE ARE UNIQUELY MADE
5

MINUTES

GETTING STARTED

ASK: Just for fun, if your life were a book, which section of the bookstore would it be in and why?

5

MINUTES

DRAMA

ACTION

ADVENTURE

ROMANCE

TRAGIC COMEDY

FANTASY

MYSTERY

HORROR

CLASSIC

SUSPENSE

FAIRY TALE

SCIENCE FICTION

MORE OF THE STORY

The author of More uses the metaphor of a book to describe
our lives. Our story has themes and sub-themes, chapters and
sections, major and minor characters, and different contexts or
settings. The book God continues to write is the narrative of our
life and like a great mystery novel, every page is filled with clues.
In our case, the clues point to and reveal our unique identity.
In His greatness, God has embedded our story within His own.
We are a part of His plan. We are uniquely made. Our birth was
not an accident. God designed us for a specific purpose long
ago and He gave each of us gifts to do those good things he
has planned.
Our first step is to examine the story God has already written
in our lives.

THE BIG POINTS OF WEEK FIVE
1. GOD’S WORD TELLS ME THAT I AM HIS HANDIWORK,
UNIQUELY MADE, WITH STRENGTHS AND TALENTS,
MAKING ME DIFFERENT FROM EVERYONE ELSE.

2. MY UNIQUE STRENGTHS AND TALENTS ARE GIVEN BY
JESUS FOR THE PURPOSE OF BUILDING UP THE CHURCH
AND CARRYING HIS FULLNESS TO THE WORLD.

3. CLUES EMBEDDED THROUGHOUT MY LIFE POINT TO AND
REVEAL MY UNIQUE STRENGTHS AND TALENTS THAT
MAKE UP MY CORE IDENTITY.

4. I CAN EXPRESS MY OWN UNIQUE IDENTITY IN A FEW
WORDS OR A SHORT PHRASE.

ASK & DISCUSS: Why do you think this is a necessary step?

POINT

1

GOD’S WORD TELLS ME THAT I AM HIS HANDIWORK,
UNIQUELY MADE, WITH STRENGTHS AND TALENTS,
MAKING ME DIFFERENT FROM EVERYONE ELSE.

10

ASK: What is one thing that makes you unique? Remember,
others might share the same talent (i.e. singing) or strength
(i.e. detail-oriented), but no one experiences or expresses it exactly as
you do. You are unique!

MINUTES

BREAKOUT: Break into two groups. One group read Psalm 139:1-18.
The second group read Ephesians 2:8 -10, Isaiah 64:8 and Job 10:8 - 9.
After reading, take five minutes to work together to write one sentence
that summarizes the passages you read.
SHARE: In the larger group ask one person from each group to share
your group’s sentence.
ASK: What else did you learn as you helped create your group’s
sentence?

POINT

2

MY UNIQUE STRENGTHS AND TALENTS ARE GIVEN BY
JESUS FOR THE PURPOSE OF BUILDING UP THE CHURCH
AND CARRYING HIS FULLNESS TO THE WORLD.

15

When Jesus was asked about the greatest commandments,
He said, “‘Love the Lord your God with all your heart and with
all your soul and with all your mind.’ This is the first and greatest
commandment. And the second is like it: ‘Love your neighbor as
yourself’” (Matthew 22:37–39). Our love relationship with Jesus leads
us to put love into action by loving other people. The overflow of Jesus’
love for us (and ours for him) should result in love for other people.

MINUTES

READ: 2 Thessalonians 1:11. What does it mean for us to be made
worthy of our calling? What should our faith produce?
Recall from Ephesians 1:22-23 (previous lesson) that one key purpose
of the church is to carry the fullness of Jesus into every corner of
society. Ephesians 4:11 tells us that Jesus himself equips us to play
our part in this mission.

READ: Ephesians 4:11-16. Discuss why Jesus personally equips
us. What should our unique gifting produce? What are the
consequences to the church and the church’s mission if followers of
Jesus do not use their gifts?
POINT

3

CLUES EMBEDDED THROUGHOUT MY LIFE POINT TO
AND REVEAL MY UNIQUE STRENGTHS AND TALENTS
THAT MAKE UP MY CORE IDENTITY.

15

Our unique identity is made up of the combination of our
unique gifts and strengths that are embedded in our DNA.
These traits show up in everything we do and across all domains
of life, including our personal interests, our family, our work, our
church, our community activities and relationships. They are
difficult to turn on or off. They are just a part of us. They energize us
and bring us to life.

MINUTES

SHARE: Take one minute to think of a personal strength that shows
up across all domains of your life. A trait that you’d have to try hard
to “shut off”. Share the trait with the group and give an example of
how it shows itself in your life.
DISCUSS: Brainstorm some practical ways a person might discover
clues from their story that reveal their core identity.
READ: More shares the three practical tips for discerning unique
identity. Read about those on page 146 (note: more expanded
explanations of the tips are on pages 146-156 for your review at home).
POINT

4

I CAN EXPRESS MY OWN UNIQUE IDENTITY IN A FEW
WORDS OR A SHORT PHRASE.

The author of More makes a distinction between who we are
created to BE and what we are made to DO. He notes that our
core identity of BE is always with us across all domains of life
regardless of the roles and responsibilities we have during our lives.
30

MINUTES

1-THING SHARE

5

MINUTES

Unfortunately, we can easily mistake our BE for our DO, mistakenly
embracing our DO as our BE. Our unique BE (core identity) should
continually overflow to shape our DO and GO.
DISCUSS: Spend several minutes discussing the differences between
our BE (our unique identity) and our DO (our unique mission or
purpose) and why its vitally important not to mistake the two.
READ: Take a moment to read the last paragraph on page 145 and
first paragraph on page 146 of More. The author describes his core
identity as “entrepreneurial engineer.”
Are you confused by that phrase? No worries. Your unique words or
phrase need only be meaningful to you. They should be descriptive
of your core gifts.
For the author, an entrepreneur is someone who starts new things
and an engineer is someone who designs things. Combine the two
and we see that an “entrepreneurial engineer” is someone who
designs new opportunities. If we were a fly on the wall of his life,
we’d see this core identity continually reveals itself in the form of
continuous ideas for new opportunities.
Ephesians 1:1 says, “Paul, an apostle of Christ Jesus.” He could have
said “entrepreneur” or “catalytic starter”. We can each seek to fill
in our unique word(s) of identity. For example, the author of More
would say, “Todd, an entrepreneurial engineer of Christ Jesus.” You
might say, “Paul, a teacher of Christ Jesus.”
DISCOVER: Now it’s your chance. Spend the next 15 minutes
following the steps on the back cover of this guide. Your first draft
might be something like “inquisitive teacher” or “player coach.” Don’t
worry about getting this perfect right now. Your words will likely
evolve and change with time as you get more clarity.
SHARE: Once each person has completed the exercise, take turns
sharing your Ephesians 1:1 sentence.

What is one thing that you heard, said, or thought today that you want to keep in the
forefront of your mind all this week?

This week dig into the expanded explanation of each of the three tips starting on page 146 and
continuing to page 156. Consider how you might act on one of these tips to begin your own journey
to discovering your unique identity. For instance, you might plan time to do one of these:
IDEA 1: Begin your own “I remember when...” list. Use pages 147-149 to help you get started

TAKING MORE
HOME

IDEA 2: Put time on your calendar to jot down the core characteristics of your design that jumps into
action across of areas of your life. You’ll see the same ideas transcend your personal life, family life,
work life, church role, and broader engagement in the community. (149-150)
IDEA 3: Research and select an assessment that might give you more insight. We recommend APEST
and Gallup StrengthsFinder as good tools for revealing insights into your unique identity. Remember,
some of the descriptive characteristics will match you perfectly while others won’t; the key is to
extract the parts that do match and ignore the rest. (150-156)
IDEA 4: Follow the steps 1-5 to draw up a list of words to begin building a comprehensive picture
using key word and phrase descriptors then focus them to reveal your unique identity. (157-160)

A.P.E.S.T. Core Identity Exercise
Discover your “word”
STEP 2: Add up the number of check boxes under each of the
five A.P.E.S.T. headings. Circle the two headings with the most
checked boxes.

The author of More worked through each of these processes
on his journey. The clarity he was seeking was not hard to
discover when he was willing look more deliberately at the
part of his story that had already been lived.
Like the author, the Apostle Paul, defined who he was in Christ
every chance he got. In fact, he started his letters with that
very definition. 1 Corinthians, 1 and 2 Timothy, Colossians and
Ephesians all begin with Paul’s statement of unique identity.
“Paul, an apostle of Christ Jesus…” (Ephesians 1:1)
Now it’s your chance. Spend the next fifteen minutes working
through the following steps.
STEP 1: Read the descriptive words/phrases associated with
each of the five A.P.E.S.T. heading in the table. Check off every
word/phrase that your spouse, friends and co-workers would
agree strongly describe you (e.g. “that is exactly Bill”).

STEP 3: Identify one of those A.P.E.S.T. headings to fill in your
own statement. If one of the descriptive words fits you best, or
you feel that one of the A.P.E.S.T. headings feels too big, come
up with your own word/phrase instead.
Use the example from Ephesians 1:1 to write your own
definition of who you are in Christ. Paul, an apostle of Christ
Jesus...
If you chose a descriptive word, adjust the word/phrase to
fit well within the sentence. For example: Jane, a nurturer
(someone who nurtures) of Christ Jesus. Or Mike, a vision
sharer of Christ Jesus.”

APOSTLE

Drives progress
Establishes direction
Creates sustainability
Designs process
Conveys information

Provokes actions
Strategizes
Pioneers
Drives movement
Activates change

Explores options
Overcomes obstacles
Innovates
Arranges
Ventures

PROPHET

Challenges status quo
Corrects misplaced ideas
Discerns truth
Envisions possibilities
Perceives
Observes
Predicts future circumstances

Brings light to
Reveals truth
Shapes the future
Proclaims the truth
Points out truth

Assesses situations
Pioneers based on vision for future
Diagnoses
Aligns
Speaks for justice

EVANGELIST

Recruits for purpose
Partners with
Seeks out
Promotes
Champions
Invites
Connects

Inspires
Influences
Shares the vision
Shouts from the mountain tops
Moves the mission forward
Creates excitement

Persuades using reason
Prompts action
Encourages ownership
Advertises benefits
Entrepreneurial
Provokes interest

SHEPHERD

Nurtures
Protects
Counsels
Builds up
Serves where there is a need
Produces results

Takes care of
Behaves with loyalty
Manages outcomes
Feeds literally and figuratively
Develops people, things, and ideas

Calms
Comforts
Empathizes
Supports
Helps
Operates

TEACHER

Explains
Enlightens
Comprehends easily
Applies truths
Transfers knowledge
Bridges ideas with reality

Understands
Models
Instructs
Defines
Guides others
Extracts information

Simplifies
Illustrates
Demonstrates
Shows and tells
Instills value
Clarifies
Imparts wisdom

_________________________ (fill in your name), a(n) _________________________ (fill in word) of Christ Jesus…
**Keep in mind that this sentence is just a place to start. It can (and should) change as you repeat this process and get to know your calling more intimately.

GROUP STUDY GUIDE

WEEK SIX

GOOD
WORKS
& DEEDS
UNIQUE MISSION

GOAL FOR WEEK SIX
The goal of this week’s group is to look closely at how our core identity of
strengths and talents intersects with our passions, burdens, and the community’s
needs to shape our unique mission of good works and deeds. We will see how we
are just the right person in just the right place and at just the right time to carry
out the good works and deeds planned by God for our lives.

WEEK SIX:
GOOD WORKS & DEEDS
10

MINUTES

GETTING STARTED

READ: Select a person to read the real life story of Abe, a
person carrying out this study just as you are doing now.
He started where you started—learning that he is a child
of God, who was gifted with his own sweet spot within a
specific calling from God. In his small group he shared that
he occasionally has feelings of restless discontent, but most
often lives a fairly carefree life.
Weekdays Abe wakes, goes to work, comes home, enjoys a
few TV shows or a soccer game, and then heads off to bed.
Weekends he packs his schedule with sports—talking sports,
playing sports, or watching sports. He and his wife often
drive hundreds of miles to watch the kids play their sport.
He’s a good Christian man, who loves his wife, spends time
with his kids, goes to church, volunteers on a regular basis,
reads his Bible, and is part of a small group. Until this study
he hadn’t really questioned how he might live out his calling
from day to day. He’d always assumed that he and his wife
would do that after they retired from their 8-to-5 jobs.
In his vocation, Abe has worked more than 20 years as
a social worker. He helps those who struggle to find

POINT

1
15

MINUTES

EPHESIANS 2:10 SHOWS ME THAT GOD HAS PLANNED
UNIQUE GOOD WORKS AND DEEDS FOR ME.
READ: Ephesians 2:10. God equips us with a unique design
and good works to have a meaningful role in His mission here
on earth.

Consider If Ephesians 2:10 is true, and personal calling transcends all
domains of our lives (even our vocation), why do we remain trapped
in ill-fitting career paths, and many times, a nagging feeling of
discontent?
READ: More addresses two possible reasons this may have come
about. Read the first three paragraphs on page167.
ASK: What aspects do you identify with? What parts do not ring true
in your experience?
READ: Abe’s career has been rewarding, yet he is often frustrated in
his role. He feels it’s too late to start over in his career now, but dreams
of one day retiring. Then, finally he will have the time and resources to
get more involved in a charity. Right now though, he feels he needs to
focus on providing financially for his family and saving for retirement.
ASK: If retirement was not an option, and you were to work the
rest of the days of your life, how would you live your life differently
to experience the full measure of abundant living now (even in
your vocation)?

employment due to drug, mental, or emotional disorders.
Many of his clients have been in trouble with the law
as youths or grew up in home environments that have
subjected them to criminal activity as youths. When added
to their drug, mental, or emotional difficulties, he has seen
that this factor increases the likelihood that they will not
find permanent employment, which keeps them from
successfully engaging as a functional member of society.
Abe finds that most of his work is rewarding, but he wishes
that he could help his clients, especially those who were at
risk in their youth, before they stumbled into the difficulties
that they now face. He is disheartened to witness generation
after generation falling into the same patterns of hardship,
unemployment, and often times, criminal or gang activity.
When Abe completed his A.P.E.S.T. assessment from Week 5
he discovered that most of his descriptive words (champions,
connects, influences, inspires, and encourages ownership)
fit into the Evangelist heading. After working through
the process a bit, looking for strengths and talents that
crossed all domains of his life, he came up with a two-word
description: “sports connector”—even his wife and friends
commented how perfectly the phrase fits him.
ASK: What parts of Abe’s story stand out to you?
POINT

2

MY UNIQUE IDENTITY PLUS MY PASSIONS, BURDENS,
AND THE COMMUNITY’S NEEDS SHAPE MY UNIQUE
MISSION.

20

A “mission” reflects what a person or group is seeking to
accomplish. Each of us has a unique mission that helps us play
a role in God’s larger mission for the church.

MINUTES

SHARE: How you would currently describe your personal mission?
Consider how do we discern our unique mission and the role we play?
The author of More identifies four elements that help shape our unique
mission of good works and deeds. These include:
Unique Identity (from last week): The combination of our gifts, talents,
strengths, and experiences that make us uniquely different from all
other people on the planet. Our unique identity overflows into and
helps shape our unique mission or purpose.
Passions (also known as zeal): are a great energy or enthusiasm in
pursuit of a cause or objective. They naturally give you energy and
life—they energize the natural heartbeat of your soul. (Romans 12:11
and Galatians 4:18)
Burdens (also known as conviction): are a feeling that is difficult to deal
with and that you cannot get rid of.” (2 Corinthians 5:1-10)
Needs are a condition requiring relief. We can be just the right person,
in just the right place, at just the right time. Our unique mission finds

the intersection of needs with our unique equipping or design.
CONSIDER: Think about Abe’s example that we read at the beginning.
Apply these four elements of unique mission in his story by
underlining Abe’s unique identity, his passion, his burden and the need
he seems to be drawn toward.
DISCUSS: What would the benefits be of Abe aligning the four elements
in his life? What are the consequences of not aligning them?
BRAINSTORM: If switching careers or jobs simply is not possible for Abe
right now, what other options does he have for engaging this unique
mission?
POINT

3
10

MINUTES

POINT

4
15

MINUTES

I HAVE A DRAFT EXPRESSION OF MY UNIQUE PASSIONS
AND BURDENS, AND POTENTIAL COMMUNITY NEEDS
THAT BRING THEM TO LIFE.
APPLY: The diagram on the back outlines the four elements
that shape your unique mission. Spend ten minutes filling in
your answers for each of the four elements.

I HAVE A DRAFT STATEMENT OF MY UNIQUE MISSION.
Abe identified his own unique passions, burdens, and potential
community needs. Here’s what Abe discovered:
Natural Talents & Abilities: sports knowledge, athleticism, loves
kids, loves sports, leads others, gets excited about team work,
“sports connector”

Passions: sports, fun, challenges, competition, exercise, music

2. Your unique mission (DO) was God-created. You cannot separate
God’s unique calling for your life from your everyday life. Alongside
your primary calling, it’s all melded together and woven into the fabric
of who you are.
3. Your calling is not just for you. You are part of a spiritual family and
your calling is to be shared with others. Ephesians 4:11-16 tells us
that our calling is given that we might play our part in fulfilling the
church’s mission. To not engage our unique mission is to hold the
church back in accomplishing its mission. We are part of something
bigger than ourselves.
It’s not by mistake we find ourselves where we are, doing what we do.
RANK: Which of the following factors shape why you do what you
currently do vocationally. Rank your top 3.
__ Finances, benefits, and security
__ Expectations and/or desires of others,
including family members
__ Gifting and natural talents
__ Passions and burdens/convictions

__ Compatibility with vision, values,
and beliefs
__ Chance/fate
__ Inheritance (e.g., continuing the
family business)

__ Personal fulfillment and joy

__ It’s all that was available

__ Sense of purpose or significance

__ Sense of divine leading or intervention

__ Legacy or impact

Add your unique factor that is
not on this list:

ASK: Do you have any motives (good or bad) that are keeping you from
living within your sweet spot?

Burdens: at risk youth, inner city gangs, the mentally or emotionally
disabled that get lost in the system, rehabilitation of prisoners
Community Needs: a local recreational league needs a coach, the church
is running a summer soccer program for disadvantaged youths, a nearby
family shelter has under-served kids, community rec center needs
volunteers
READ: Abe’s first draft: “My unique mission is to champion the needs
and opportunities of at risk youth using sports as a means to build up
kids for a more inclusive, self-supporting community.”
APPLY: Similar to our unique identity, our unique mission is a clear
statement shaping the theme of our unique good works and deeds, and
is ideally reflected in less than a sentence. Use the four elements to write
you own “unique mission” statement on the back cover.
POINT

5
10

MINUTES

I CAN SEE THAT IT IS MY RESPONSIBILITY TO OWN AND
USE WISELY THE UNIQUE MISSION GOD HAS GIVEN ME.
READ: So, now you have a draft unique mission statement.
Many of us have created, or dreamed of creating, mission
statements. What makes this one any more likely to be
successful? Three reasons…

1. Your calling isn’t about money or prestige or pleasure. At the center of
your calling is Jesus. It starts with Jesus, it is about Jesus, and is created
to lead people to Jesus.

1-THING SHARE
5

MINUTES

What is one thing that you heard, said, or thought
tonight that you want to keep in the forefront of your
mind all this week?

TAKING MORE
HOME
This week you processed a lot of information. Spend this week
digesting what you’ve learned. Here are some ideas:
IDEA 1: Pray about what you’ve discovered
IDEA 2: Journal about your thoughts from tonight
IDEA 3: Meet someone for coffee and process out loud
IDEA 4: Dedicate more time “looking for clues”
IDEA 5: Take another stab at your unique mission statement
IDEA 6: Reflect on what might be holding you back

When our strengths and talents and our passions and burdens intersect we are perfectly aligned to address
the specific needs where we are uniquely positioned, which allows us to carry the fullness of Jesus into our
unique corners of society. Our unique mission is real and personal—and it can bring about a shout-from-themountain-top excitement! As a bonus, that excitement can also inspire others to take action.
Natural Talents, Abilities
& Unique Identity

Passions

Things you are good at that can easily be
translated into skills and competencies.

Things you’d spend as much of your time
as possible doing if money and other
commitments were not limiting you.

Unique Mission

Apparent Needs

Conditions that you see around you that
“require relief”—specifically those that align
to your identity, passions and burdens.

Burdens

Things that weigh on your heart and
shape the way you think. You may also call
them convictions.

As you continue to think through these elements of your unique mission (DO), look for core themes and patterns.
Remember, you are assembling the puzzle pieces, one at a time, and your understanding of your unique mission
will continue to evolve and clarify over time. Don’t worry about choosing the perfect phrase initially. For now, use
the clues you’ve discovered to write one sentence—a statement of your unique mission. It might be the sentence
from Point 3 or it might be pulled from other clues that you’ve collected in previous weeks.
MY UNIQUE MISSION IS: _______________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
Don’t worry if your first attempt feels vague or too general. You can trust that this process, when revisited over time,
will become increasingly more specific as you discover and gather more clues.

GROUP STUDY GUIDE

WEEK SEVEN

WHERE
I’M MOST
EFFECTIVE
UNIQUE POSITION

GOAL FOR WEEK SEVEN
The goal of this week’s group is to prepare us to discern our unique position (GO)
of personal calling. We will look for clues in how our personal values, natural
roles, preferred work environments, and current life rhythms most effectively
work in harmony with our unique identity (BE) and mission (GO).

WEEK SEVEN:
WHERE I’M MOST EFFECTIVE
5

MINUTES

GETTING STARTED

READ: After working through his unique mission, Abe
is excited about pursuing his calling. He also wants to
understand his unique identity (“sports connector”) a little
better, as well as his unique mission (“to champion the
needs and opportunities of at risk youth using sports as a
means to build up kids for a more inclusive, self-supporting
community”). At small group last week, Abe committed to
being an observer of his own life to gain insight on how all
the pieces might fit together. He observed that he has a lot
of frustration in his job. He shared with his wife how excited
he was to explore his calling and that he feels he is entering
a new and exciting phase of his life. His wife encouraged
him, but also reminded him that they have a ton of debt,
POINT

1
10

I SEE THAT UNIQUE POSITION (GO) IS MORE THAN
A GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION.
READ: “Rethinking Position” on Pages 181– 182 of More.

MINUTES

CONSIDER: The words “go” and “position” are often used to
refer to a physical place. God called Abraham to: “Go to a place
I will show you.” However, GO can also be a people group, a cause, or
an outcome. The Apostle Paul was called “to the Gentiles” (a people
group), Martin Luther King, Jr. to a racially divided nation (cause), and
the World Health Organization to eliminate leprosy (outcome). Your
GO may be rooted in just one or in some combination of these. You
probably don’t have clarity on your unique position yet (it takes time),
but what is your intuition saying about your unique position?
BRAINSTORM: In Abe’s story from last week, we see a disconnect
between his current job and his unique identity and mission. Using
Abe’s story, as a group brainstorm how Abe might rethink his GO in the
context of each of these: location, people group, cause, and outcome.

POINT

2

I UNDERSTAND THAT MY UNIQUE POSITION (GO)
WHERE I CAN BE MOST EFFECTIVE IS AN ISSUE OF
COMPATIBILITY OR FIT
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While our unique identity (BE) and mission (DO) stay with us
over time, our unique position (GO) often changes throughout
life. Consider a charter fishing boat. While its unique design and
purpose remain unchanged, it goes to many different places. The
selection of place is driven by where it can most fruitfully accomplish
its mission. We are like the fishing boat. We have a unique identity,
with a unique mission, and God will take us to different places and
positions. For what purpose? To give us unique mission fields where
we can be most effective in playing our role in carrying the fullness of
Jesus to others.

MINUTES

Like the rudder on the fishing boat that guides it to specific
places, there are several factors that shape where we will be most

two children in college, and old hospital bills from his knee
replacement surgery. She urged him to pray and seek before
deciding on any big changes. She committed to pray for him
as well.
CONSIDER: Abe knows his current position (GO) does not
align well to what he has discovered so far. He’s uncertain
how to discern where to be positioned and how to live out
his calling the way his life is currently established.
GUT CHECK: Do you struggle with these same thoughts
(or others like them)?

compatible in our fit or position. In this week’s lesson, we introduce
four different elements that shape our compatibility or fit within
a position: personal values, bias to specific roles, preferred work
environment, and rhythms of life.
DISCUSS: Which of these elements do you have the most clarity on?
The least?
POINT

3

I SEE HOW MY PERSONAL VALUES SHAPE WHERE I FIT

Personal values do not define what we do or why we do it.
Instead,
they shape and influence how we do everything that
10
MINUTES
comes in our path. Our values are like faith; they are invisible
in the moment and yet shape tangible outcomes. A person’s
value of frugality will shape how they handle their finances. The person
doesn’t “do” frugality, they “are” frugal.
ASK: We often find our personal values in our passions, burdens,
frustrations, and other emotions. The things that upset or frustrate
us, or make us impatient may point to our underlying values. Think
about the things that bring about these emotions in you. Why do these
things make you feel that way? Keep asking and answering the “why”
question until it points you to your underlying values.
Personal values are so deeply rooted in who we are that we rarely pause
to think about them. There is often some gap between our personal
values and values we experience in our vocation. Incompatibility of
values is one of the biggest undiagnosed causes of dissatisfaction. We
must learn to diagnose the gaps and position ourselves in compatible
organizations if we are to find our unique position (GO).
DISCUSS: For example, Abe likes his job as a social worker but is often
frustrated at the bureaucracy that keeps him from fully helping his
clients. The aid application process is so long that many of his clients
lose everything before they can be helped. He watches many families
go from at-risk of eviction to living in a shelter before the aid is finally
approved.

Abe wants to figure out his personal values. He selected the frustration
above as his one value to focus on. He started by asking “why.”
Question: Why do I feel angry about this situation?
Answer: Because there is no real reason that these people should go
un-helped for so long.
Question: Why does that matter to me?
Answer: Because the approval process is so inefficient that I cannot
provide aid when it is really needed.
Question: What value does that demonstrate?
Answer: In this situation, my personal value is efficiency (not wasting
time or resources).
COMPLETE: Take the first step toward identifying your personal values
with the exercise on the back.
POINT

4

I SEE HOW MY BIAS TO NATURAL ROLES SHAPES
WHERE I FIT

DISCUSS: Abe is no different. He has several large debts, (mortgage,
college loans, and hospital bills) and the costs of seeing his kids play
ball out of town (which also consumes the majority of his free time). He
plans to retire in ten years, so any extra money goes into his 401K. He
recently remarried and creating a healthy blended family takes time and
commitment. He is an athlete, but due to previous knee injuries he can’t
exercise or participate in sports the way he used to.
COMPLETE: List the life rhythms that feel most constraining in this
season of your life on the back cover.
POINT

I HAVE A BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF MY
COMPATIBILITY OR FIT IN MY CURRENT POSITIONS
Most of us are conditioned to choose from the best of what’s
currently available rather than pursuing where we can be most
10
MINUTES
effective. When we sense a misalignment, like Abe’s, we feel
stuck. An effective unique position means that we anticipate the
future and learn to position ourselves where we have a more compatible
fit. When we sense misalignment, we have three changes to consider:
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The world needs all kinds of people for all kinds of roles. We
each have a natural tendency toward certain types of roles and
influence. It is the only way it makes sense that God designed us
to collectively carry the fullness of Jesus to all corners of society. We are
each a puzzle piece to the full and complete picture.

Stay and adjust. Stay where we are, but make an adjustment within our
work or outside of it to create a more aligned fit to our calling.

READ: Consider the Thinking Wavelength descriptions on pages 188 –
189 of More. As you read, the question is not; “What can I do?” but rather
“What type of role do I most naturally lean toward?”

Pack up and go. Regardless of the compatibility of our unique personal
elements that shape our fit to a position, we may receive a word from
God as Abraham did to pack our bags and GO. This is obviously the most
intrusive of changes. When we are called to uproot and move remember
that our GO simply creates a new mission field.
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MINUTES

COMPLETE: Take a moment to fill in your natural role on the back cover.
POINT
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10

MINUTES

I SEE HOW MY PREFERRED WORK ENVIRONMENT
SHAPES WHERE I FIT
READ: As you read each question on page 189 of More, think
about your ideal work environment.

DISCUSS: Abe completed the eight questions. Consider
the answers to these eight questions plus Abe and his wife’s earlier
observations. What type of work environment do you think would be
ideal for Abe?
COMPLETE: Use the chart on the back to rank your answer to each
of the eight questions. What do you notice about your preferred work
environment?
POINT

6

I CAN VISUALIZE EXAMPLES OF HOW MY LIFE RHYTHMS
SHAPE WHERE I FIT RELATING TO MY UNIQUE POSITION.

READ: Consider an ideal life: no debt, no money worries,
and no commitments constraining your decisions. Now back
to the real world. We all have family commitments, work
responsibilities, relationship and health issues, handicaps, difficulties as we
age, and other demands. They all put constraints on our unique mission
field or position, at least for specific seasons of time. The key is to merge
our rhythms of life into our unique position (GO). Our commitments and
constraints often create the context for the relationships to which we have
access and the mission field where we are.
10
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Make a change. Due to a poor fit related to our personal values, natural
roles, preferred work environment, or life rhythms we find ourselves
misaligned. In this case, we may need a change in vocation.

DISCUSS: For most people the financial realities of providing for our
families and ourselves provide a lens through which we address the
misalignment. Will there be seasons when we have no option but to live
with our personal calling out of alignment? Yes. Do we need to accept that
as a permanent reality? No. The questions we need to ask ourselves are:
“Are there adjustments I need to make in my paid vocation?” and “How do
I become a better steward of my time outside of my paid vocation?”

1-THING SHARE
5

MINUTES

As you process through what you’ve learned so far, it is helpful
to frequently ask two simple questions: “Where’s my head?”
and “Where’s my heart?” As a group, ask each person to share
his or her answers to these two questions.

This is what Abe had to say: “My head feels jumbled and full of ideas
that I want to put in place. My heart knows they can’t all happen
overnight. I need to be patient and deliberate. My biggest take-away, is
that I want to revisit this again and again, making small changes until I
am living a life closer to my calling.”

TAKING MORE
HOME
Now that you have completed the exercises on the back giving
you an introduction to discerning your unique position, make the
commitment to work through the exercise on pages 190 – 193 of More
to get a the complete picture of the four elements.

POINT 3 EXERCISE
Personal Values are those
traits that naturally shape
how you do everything
you do. Ask yourself the
“why” questions until you
arrive at an underlying
value (page 185).

POINT 4 EXERCISE
Natural Roles are how we are
wired to fill specific roles.
Are you in a position that
fits your natural roles? Circle
which descriptor fits you
best. (page 188 – 189). * the
gray shows Abe’s answer.

POINT 5 EXERCISE
Preferred Work Environments are
those that you feel well suited
toward or most comfortable in.
What is your natural fit? (page
189). Circle 1 if you feel the left
column best describes you, circle
5 for the right column, or any
number in between. *the gray
shows Abe’s answers.

POINT 6 EXERCISE
Rhythms of Life are family
issues, dependents,
health issues, age, or
other factors that might
shape or impact our
compatibility during a
given season of life.
(page 186 for ideas)

UNIQUE IDENTITY
& UNIQUE MISSION
Compatibility or fit is the
combination of Personal Values,
Natural Roles, Preferred Work
Environment, and Rhythms of
Life + your Unique Identity and
Unique Mission.

GROUP STUDY GUIDE

WEEK EIGHT

LIVING
THE PART

GOAL FOR WEEK EIGHT
The goal of this week’s group is to take a look back, see what you’ve learned,
and identify next steps you can take as you gain clarity in your unique calling.

WEEK EIGHT: LIVING THE PART
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MINUTES

GETTING STARTED

“For we are his workmanship, created in Christ Jesus
for good works, which God prepared beforehand,
that we should walk in them.” (Ephesians 2:10)
ASK: How do you hear this verse differently now
that you know and understand more about your
personal calling?

THE BIG POINTS OF WEEK EIGHT
1. SUMMARIZE WHAT YOU HAVE ALREADY LEARNED
ABOUT YOUR CALLING.

2. I WILL GO BACK AND COMPLETE ANY STEPS I WASN’T
ABLE TO FINISH.

3. I WILL IDENTIFY BARRIERS WHICH PREVENT ME
FROM TAKING ACTION ON MY CALLING.

4. I WILL TAKE STEPS NOW TO BEGIN FULFILLING
MY CALLING.

POINT

1
15

MINUTES

SUMMARIZE WHAT YOU HAVE ALREADY LEARNED
ABOUT YOUR CALLING.
DISCUSS: Keeping in mind the six elements of personal
calling (below), what have you learned about your
personal calling over the past seven weeks?

INTRODUCTION: The history of man’s fall and my sin nature helps
me see why I feel restless discontent. I want to live more abundantly
in the fullness of Jesus. I believe God gave me a sweet spot of
personal calling. I have a primary and a secondary calling.
CORE IDENTITY: I am a child of God and disciple of Jesus. My core
identity is about who God created me to be, not what I do. I can
see how my relationship with being a child of God relates to being
a disciple of Jesus. I can visualize the “BE” characteristics being a
disciple and how it might play out in my life. My primary role in this
life is to take hold and grow into the fullness of Jesus.
NOTE: If you are not yet a disciple of Jesus, please do not wait. This
is the first step in living your primary calling and essential to your
secondary calling.
CORE MISSION: God has a mission for the local church, which is
to carry the fullness of Jesus to every corner of society. I have a role
in the mission of the church, which is being the fullness of Jesus to
others. I can see that Jesus modeled specific behaviors for me to
use in making disciples. I want to figure out what it looks like to take
ownership of my core mission to make disciples.
CORE POSITION: I don’t have to travel around the world to claim
a mission field where I have relational influence. I can visualize my
own mission field in places where I spend the most time with people.
My ripest mission fields are those where I spend the most time and

have relational influence with people, and that integrate with the
natural rhythms of my life. I want to be intentional as a missionary in
a specific mission field. To make disciples in a mission field where I
am, I need to be a committed learner with an intent to act.
UNIQUE IDENTITY: God’s word tells me that I am his handiwork,
uniquely made, with strengths and talents, making me different from
everyone else. My unique strengths and talents are given by Jesus
for the purpose of building up the church and carrying his fullness to
the world. Clues embedded throughout my life point to and reveal
my unique strengths and talents that make up my core identity. I can
express my own unique identity in a few words or a short phrase.
UNIQUE MISSION: Ephesians 2:10 shows me that God has planned
unique good works and deeds for me. My unique identity plus my
passions, burdens, and the community’s needs shape my unique
mission. I have a draft expression of my unique passions and
burdens, and potential community needs that bring them to life. I
have a draft statement of my unique mission. I can see that it is my
responsibility to own and use wisely the unique mission God has
given me.
UNIQUE POSITION: I see that unique position (GO) is more than
a geographic location. I understand that my unique position (GO)
where I can be most effective is an issue of compatibility or fit. I
see how my personal values shape where I fit. I see how my bias
to natural roles shapes where I fit. I see how my preferred work
environment shapes where I fit. I can visualize examples of how
my life rhythms shape where I fit relating to my unique position.
I have a better understanding of my compatibility or fit in my
current positions.

POINT

2

I WILL GO BACK AND COMPLETE ANY STEPS I WASN’T
ABLE TO FINISH.

As the author mentions in the book, the process of clarifying
your personal calling can take years. It is common for people
to be frustrated at this point because they haven’t found
perfect clarity. Don’t let this prevent you from taking steps forward.
Perhaps your next steps are simply to review the previous studies and
spend more time in some of the activities.

15

MINUTES

DISCUSS: What was the most beneficial activity you completed
and why?
ASK: Which activities do you think will be most beneficial for you
to spend more time completing?
POINT

3

I WILL IDENTIFY BARRIERS WHICH PREVENT ME FROM
TAKING ACTION ON MY CALLING.

You’ve recently been to a conference, listened to a sermon,
read a book, or made a mental note of some deep revelation.
At that moment, you think, “Yes—that’s exactly it! That’s where
I need to go! That’s what I need to do!” But then a week or a month
later you haven’t done it.

20

MINUTES

DISCUSS: Why do you think this happens?
READ: There are many excuses we use to justify delaying action.
Waiting until retirement is one very common reason. But what if God
didn’t intend us to wait until late in life for us to join Him in His work?
What if our day job is part of our calling? What if working our entire
lives enables us to fulfill our calling? What if God has placed people
in our lives today that we can impact? Rather than pushing off action
until it’s convenient, let’s be honest about what currently prevents us
from taking steps to align ourselves with God’s calling in our life.

DISCUSS: We often tell ourselves, “When ______ happens,
then I’ll do ______ .”
• When I’m out of college, then I’ll get my life on the right path.
• When I’m back from vacation, then I’ll make better diet and
exercise choices.
• When I pay off these bills, then I will give generously.
ASK: In what ways does this trap play out in your life? What obstacle
do you see standing in your way? What will you do about it?
POINT

4

I WILL TAKE STEPS NOW TO BEGIN FULFILLING
MY CALLING.
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PARAPHRASE: Someone in the group paraphrase the story
of David and Goliath out loud for everyone. (1 Samuel 17)

MINUTES

READ: It’s our nature to plan and wait for clarity before we act. But like
David, God wants us to see the “Goliath” opportunities in front of us, and
act now. Not in several years when we have more clarity, more margin,
more strategy, and a more attractive opportunity. Instead he wants us to
lean into what’s directly in front of us and act with more faith.
While complete clarity, margin, strategy, and adequate resources are
all desirable and should be a goal, most of us never feel prepared.
Our journey of calling is as much about the discipline of taking small
steps every day as it is about the moment of inspiration when the
lightning strikes.
ASK: What next steps can you commit to right now that will move you
closer to the goals you’ve discovered in the More series? (Hint: there’s a
great idea outlined already for you in the Taking More Home section) This
is an accountability exercise. It’s easy to gloss over, but take the time to
do it now. Use this space right here to keep record of your one thing.
MY ONE THING IS: __________________________________________

1-THING SHARE

5

MINUTES

What is one thing that you heard, said, or thought today that you want to keep in the
forefront of your mind all this week?

Find somebody such as a spouse or accountability partner to hold you accountable to taking the next
step you listed above and to complete the below exercise.
Plan 30 minutes on your calendar this week. Write down the date and your age. Then write a second
date, three years into the future, and put your future age next to it.
Then take the next 30 minutes to dream. Answer these questions for yourself:

TAKING MORE
HOME

1. What would your life look like if God blessed your newfound focus and intentionality?
2. Where would you hope to be?
Start with a simple bullet list of ideas. Then look for patterns.
Now, get practical. For each idea, list a handful of specific things to accomplish in the next three to six
months to establish momentum. These initial actions may just set you on a long-term course toward
your calling.
Complete the “My Personal Calling Card” with your current understanding of your personal calling.
Remember this does not have to be perfect. It will always be a work in progress.

MY PERSONAL CALLING CARD

